
TILING MADE EASY

How long have you had the desire to reno-

vate your bathroom or kitchen? But you 

really have no clue how to start? Scared of 

high costs to remove your current tiles and 

install new ceramic tiles? Not willing to face 

two weeks not being able to use your bath-

room at home?

You have come to the right solution. 

Dumalock is the solution to all those 

answers. 

“IT’S LIKE LAMINATE FLOORING FOR MY WALLS...”

This is exactly how most of our customers react upon seeing Dumalock. And 

actually they are right. You just install Dumalock the same way you would in-

stall a regular click laminate floor.

Four sides tongue and groove click, light weight, short lengths and easy to glue 

or staple, it’s tiling made easy.

DO IT SMART

These days it’s all about maximizing quality 

time with our family, friends and enjoying 

the tranquility of our home. So whenever you 

plan home improvements, do it smart. 

Cut costs, minimize the time you spend and 

make sure you get the fruits of your work in 

the shortest possible time. 

Dumalock is smart, you’ll see.



TWO INSTALLATION OPTIONS

Facing a renovation or a new home construction, Dumalock will be your smart partner. It can be 

installed practically over each base surface, depending on your own preference. 

WOOD FRAME

Build up a framework in softwood over your existing 

wall if you need to cover an old and rough wall.  You 

can build a division wall in a wood frame or even build 

up a full woodframe house. Dumalock can then be 

stapled or nailed right onto the framework. 

GLUE ON EXISTING WALLS

Save yourself some time and glue Dumalock right on 

your existing walls. No need to remove the currently 

installed ceramic tiles,  you will get a fast and amazing 

result without the dirty work.
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CLICK AND CONNECT

Experience our patented connection system with 

four sides tongue and groove. Building a tile wall 

has never been this easy thanks to our simple 

joining system.

You can opt to install the tile effect parallel (4a) 

or in correlation (4b).  Each connection between 

panels will recreate a realistic grouting effect.

AMAZING LOOKS, BUT HOW TO FIT...

Tiles have always been difficult to install and have never been a real DIY product. Dumalock is changing the 

rules. From now on you have two options to avoid high tiling costs. 

Take a look at the opposite page and you will understand how easy tiling can be.  Either do it yourself or get a 

fitter, and you will save yourself a fortune.



Tiles Dumalock®	

Simple, quick fitting - x

Clean work - x

Washable x x

Colourfast x x

Water-resistant x x

Budget friendly - x

Easy to maintain x x

No dirty grooves - x

Light material - x

Hygienic - x

No connection trims x x

For walls and ceilings - x

IT’S ALL ABOUT 
SAVING COSTS

Dreaming of some nice bath-

room furniture, but tiling is 

taking a large gap out of your 

budget? Installing Dumalock 

will enable you to upgrade 

your bathroom. 

The installation of Dumalock 

by a professionnal fitter, com-

pared to ceramic tiles, will be 

significantly cheaper. Choose 

Dumalock, save money.

GET THE FULL PICTURE

Dumalock is the first do-it-yourself tile. The patented joining system 
is completely unique, since the panels are connectable along all sides 
and the tile grooves have been concealed within the panel. These em-
bossed tile grooves provide a very authentic feel. 

Check out the comparison between tiles and Dumalock and discover 
even more advantages. Same looks, less maintenance and lower budget.

Tiling with grouting is a thing of the past. By simply fitting the pan-
els together, you create a realistic tiling effect thanks to the shallow 
grooves in the base material itself without messing around with grout-
ing, adhesive, cutting machines, etc.

Dumalock’s user-friendly panels are just 120 cm long and are ex-
tremely light, yet retaining their durability for wall covering. They are 
so easy and quick to fit; you can easily do the work on your own.

The Dumalock panel can be connected along four sides , even on the 
cross-cut side. Hereby you can bridge any length of a wall or ceiling.

Dumalock panels are made from water-resistant synthetics that are 
fully washable, which makes maintaining the panels incredibly easy. 
Just wipe them down with a damp cloth and your wall or ceiling will be 
just like new. Naturally, Dumalock keeps its original colour.

Dumalock is packed in a handy and sturdy Dumalock box. You can 
transport it easily in your car and it will even fit in the elevator up to 
your appartment.

Water-resistant and colourfast

LOCK-IT
No extra connection trims

No more dirty grouting work

Easy to install

Easy to transport

EVERYTHING TO YOUR ADVANTAGE 



LARGE RANGE OF DESIGNS AND TILE SIZES
Make your choice from a large range of  tile designs. You have a choice out of several tile dimensions 

that best suit your own taste.

TILE SIZE 25x40cm
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cream white57
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TILE SIZE 25x40cm
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